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EDITORIAL

FROM THE DESK OF
CHIEF EDITOR
Dear Members,
Each year, February is eyed to anticipate the year ahead
and how the growth of Indian Economy will shape in coming
years. ‘Yes’ it’s the ‘Budget Month’ and unlike past years,
2021 registered in our minds slightly higher expectations
from the Government of India. Somewhere, the pandemic
(COVID-19) inculcated this thought in our minds. The
Government of India did generously exceed our expectations
by coming up with a budget that is progressive for our people
and Indian Economy. Your Institute has covered the budget
highlights under Direct Tax, Indirect Tax and Regulatory
updates Please refer page 11-18 for details.

Sana Baqai

Chief Editor
IIA India

In the current edition of the monthly magazine, your Institute
has covered some of the most debated topics including
Risk Management/ Assessment, Corporate Culture, Data
Privacy. Though these topics were always deliberated, post
COVID-19 these have got emphasized during professional
discussions at various forums.
Your Institute believes that the key to disseminate best
practices for Corporate Governance is by imparting
knowledge and conducting trainings. For the first time ever,
Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) challenge exam has been
launched in India in 2021 by your Institute that provides
eligible candidates an opportunity to be a CIA in a single
sitting as compared to the 3-part program. Please refer page
36-41 for details.
The season for Annual Chapter Conferences has kicked off.
As is said ‘The day starts when the Sun rises from East’ and
coincidently something similar we saw at your Institute. The
First Annual Chapter Conference was organized by Calcutta
Chapter held on February 13, 2021. Over 2000 delegates
registered for the Virtual Conference and heard the words of
wisdom shared by galaxy of 26+ eloquent speakers covering
the theme Internal Audit – Panacea for Business in Future.
Please refer page 54 for details on upcoming Annual Chapter
Conferences.
Your institute continues to organize multiple webinars/
trainings every month. I am confident as members you are
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benefitting by attending these to enhance and
upgrade skill and knowledge. All free webinars
conducted by your Institute are available at its
official YouTube Channel.
Do peruse the ‘Out of The Box’ section (refer
page 50 onwards) to know the hidden talent
our professional colleagues possess.
I am confident you enjoyed reading the
January 2021 edition with multiple new
sections covering initiatives by Women’s
Circle, your institute endeavors for the student
community, specific updates by the Chapters
and Audit Clubs.
With the endeavor to make it more enticing,
will solicit your views/ feedback and what
you would wish to see more in the magazine.
Please reach publications@iiaindia.org to
express your interest.
Enjoy the read and hope you will find the
magazine informative and useful !!!
20th Feb., 2021
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PRESIDENT'S
COMMUNIQUE
Dear Members,
Greeting to each of you from the National Council.
By now, we are sure you would have seen the IIA Global’s
communication on the launch of the Challenge Exams in India,
enabling the Indian CAs & CPAs to fast forward their CIA
certification, taking only 150 objective questions in 3 hours. This is
a proud moment for IIA India and Indian audit professionals, as the
ICAI members are among the select 13 qualified bodies worldwide
who have been offered this privilege.
We encourage you to register for this in case you are already not a
CIA. Based on the feedback received, IIA Global has extended the
date of registration up to March 15, 2021, and also agreed to extend
2 more options for the registered members to take the exams in
November and December 2021, on a specific case-to-case request
for extension. You can see the details in the current issue of the
magazine as well as on our IIA India website.

Thiyagarajan Kumar

President
IIA India

The Women’s Forum’s first virtual event scheduled for February 19,
2021, was a great fare with a galaxy of global and Indian women
leaders addressed to our members. Our Kolkata chapter has kicked
off the 1st regional conference of the year on February 13, 2021.
Conference of other chapters (Mumbai on March 12-13, 2021 and
Hyderabad on April 4, 2021) are already scheduled, and you will
hear more about them soon.
While the challenge exams offer the CA / CPA qualified to become
CIA’s faster, we have signed MOUs with M/s VG Learning Destination
(India) Pvt. Ltd. and M/s Gleim Publications Inc. to partner with us
to offer the regular 3 Parts CIA coaching to our young aspirants in
the country. These will be launched both online and offline soon.
Our Training and the Conference committees at the national and
regional level have been very active during the year. The teams have
organised over 116 virtual events covering about 10600 participants
between April 2020 – January 2021. We listened to your feedback
through the membership survey and have placed emphasis on
the areas you have highlighted. We are also offering customised
training to industry groups based on their specific needs.
We believe these efforts will further strengthen IIA India to train a
large no. of certified internal audit professionals from the country,
with strong foundations in risk management and governance, to
serve the growing needs of enterprises across the world.
We look forward to your enthusiastic involvement in IIA’s activities,
comments, or suggestions.
Best wishes,
20th Feb., 2021
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRPERSON,
PUBLICATION AND
MEDIA COMMITTEE
Dear Members,
New Year started with a ray of hope with roll-out of the
world’s largest COVID - 19 vaccination program in India
from 16 January. This was much-awaited positive news
and a turning point in pandemic management through
vaccination of majority of population and/or herd immunity
and normalcy is still a few quarters away.
GST collections during January 2021 hit Rs. 1.19 lakh
crores, an all-time high since the introduction of GST regime.
This is the fourth month in a row with GST collections
above the psychological Rs. 1 lakh crores mark, indicating
consistent and sharp economic revival. The forward-looking
Budget 2021 announcements with equitable focus on key
aspects like capital expenditure, infrastructure, financial
sector, health, and consumer spending will further augment
the growth momentum. Market also welcomed the budget
announcements propelling Sensex to a life-time high.

Bharat Garg

Chairman,
Publication and Media
Committee
IIA India

COVID -19 caught everyone off-guarded, but human resilience
has been demonstrated in every possible aspect of life.
Organisations also adapted quickly to new ways of working,
pushing forward digitisation, automation initiatives and
implemented innovative solutions to move ahead. Recently,
the Internal Audit Foundation and Deloitte conducted an
online survey among IIA members to gain insights into where
different internal audit organisations stand with respect to
auditing automation and cognitive technologies. The findings
are now available for download from IIA Inc. global website,
and I encourage you all to read the entire 3-part series
“Moving Internal Audit Deeper Into the Digital Age” to get a
blueprint for scaling digital capabilities and transforming the
audit lifecycle.
Further, IIA India Women’s Forum organised a 3D Virtual
Conference on 19 February, 2021. A galaxy of women leaders
shared their experiences on the topic of “Unleashing the Power

08
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of Women - Leadership and Governance”
the recorded sessions of the conference can
be accessed through the official YouTube
Channel of IIA India.
And last but most important - Though there
has been a significant drop in daily fatalities
and active Corona patients and hopefully
worst is over, but danger still looms with
reports of new and more dangerous strains of
the virus coming in from around the world.
Pandemic fatigue can be understood, but any
lax attitude at this stage may not be good
for society. All of us should continue to pay
attention to safety and security protocols for
some more time.
Stay Healthy, Stay Happy and Enjoy Reading!
New Delhi, 20th Feb., 2021


Coming
Soon

Annual National Conference
Hosted by IIA Delhi Chapter

April / May 2021
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BUDGET UPDATE

BUDGET 2021 REGULATORY UPDATES

Sidheshwar Bhalla

Secretary, The Institute of
Internal Auditors, India;
and Partner and Leader
- Governance, Risk,
Resilience and Compliance
- Mazars, India

AMENDMENTS TO THE COMPANIES ACT,
2013
Definition of Small Companies revised
It has been proposed to revise the thresholds which defines
the small companies under the Companies Act, 2013.
The proposed thresholds have been provided hereunder:
Thresholds
Paid Up Capital
Turnover

Existing
≤ INR 50 Lakhs
≤ INR 2 Crores

Proposed
≤ INR 2 Crores
≤ INR 20 Crores

The Ministry of Corporate Affairs has notified the above
amendments, and the same will be effective from April 01,
2021. Once effective, it will help small businesses and ease
compliance burden on them.
Amendments proposed in One Person Companies (OPCs)

Vidhi Malhotra

Associate Director
- Governance, Risk,
Resilience and Compliance
- Mazars, India

Following amendments have been proposed for OPCs:
z Without any restrictions on paid-up capital and turnover,
conversion of OPCs into any other type of company shall
be allowed, at any time.
z The residency limit for an Indian citizen to set up an OPC
shall be decreased from 182 days to 120 days.
z Non-Resident Indians (NRIs)
incorporate OPCs in India.

shall

be

allowed

to

These relaxations are expected to benefit the start-ups and
NRIs to set-up and conduct business in India as an OPC
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with minimal reporting requirements under
the Companies Act, 2013.

into a single Securities Market Code:

MCA21 Version 3.0

2. The Depositories Act, 1996.

It has been announced that during FY 202122, The Ministry will launch data analytics,
artificial intelligence, machine learning driven
MCA21 Version 3.0. The said version of MCA21
shall facilitate e-Scrutiny, e-Adjudication,
e-Consultation and Compliance management.
With the launch of this version, the corporate
filings, data availability and reporting noncompliances will be much more efficient,
quicker and streamlined.

1. The SEBI Act, 1992.
3. The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act,
1956; and
4. The Government Securities Act, 2006
The proposed code will be helpful for the
stakeholders as it will streamline all the
applicable laws, rules and regulations
by consolidating them and removing the
inconsistencies arising out of the multiple
laws.

AMENDMENT TO THE LIMITED
LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP (LLP)
ACT, 2008
Decriminalisation of offences under the
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) Act,
2008
It has been announced that certain
offences under the LLP Act, 2008 shall be
decriminalised. The intent of the Government
is to promote the ease of doing business and
reduce the burden on the judicial system.
Offences relating to annual filings, change in
designated partners, change in registered office
address etc. which are minor or less serious
compliances issues have been recommended
to be decriminalised by the Company Law
Committee (CLC Committee).
Consolidation of The Securities and
Exchange Board of India (‘SEBI’) Regulations
It has been announced that the following
statutes will be consolidated and rationalised

12

LABOUR CODES
Implementation of the labour codes
As we are aware that, The Ministry of
Labour and Employment has codified and
amalgamated all the Central Labour laws into
4 (four) Labour codes. The draft rules for the
said Labour Codes have been published, and
the same are expected to be finalised soon by
the Government.
Further, it has been announced by the
Finance Minister that the Labour codes shall
be implemented during the FY 2021-22. The
Labour codes are said to bring in various
benefits including security benefits to Gig
and platform workers, minimum wages for all
categories of workers, reduction of compliance
burden on employers with single registration
and licensing, online returns, etc.
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It has been proposed to launch a portal to
collect relevant information on Gig, building,
and construction workers. This will help
formulate better health, housing, skill,
insurance, credit, and food schemes etc. for
their benefit.
Liberalisation in Insurance Sector
The Finance Minister has proposed the
following amendments for companies in
insurance sector:
z The permitted Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) in the insurance sector shall be
increased from 49 per cent to 74 per cent,
and foreign ownership and control shall be
allowed with certain safeguards.
z The majority of Directors on the Board
and the key management persons’ of such
insurance companies shall be resident
Indians.
z At-least 50 per cent of Directors of the
insurance companies shall be Independent
Directors.
z A specified percentage of profits shall
be retained as general reserve by the
insurance companies.

world class infrastructure with plug and play
facilities to facilitate Indian companies excel
at global level.
It was also announced that 7 Textile Parks will
be established by the Government over a span
of 3 years.
Infrastructure financing - Development
Financial Institution (‘DFI’)
z It has been announced that a Bill to set
up a DFI will be introduced. The DFI is
expected to have a lending portfolio of atleast INR 5 lakh Crores in 3 years’ time.
z Debt
Financing
of
Infrastructure
Investment Trust (InVITs) and Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs) by Foreign
Portfolio Investors will be enabled by
making suitable amendments in the
relevant legislations.

BUDGET UPDATE

Online platform for Gig, building, and
construction workers

Debt recovery for small borrowers
The minimum loan size eligible for debt recovery
under the Securitization and Reconstruction of
Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security
Interest (SARFAESI) Act, 2002 is proposed to
be reduced from INR 50 lakhs to INR 20 lakhs
in case of small borrowers, in NBFCs, with
asset base of at-least INR 100 Crores.
Faster dispute resolution
z It is proposed to strengthen the existing
National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)
framework.
z E-Courts system shall be implemented.
z Alternate methods of debt resolution and
special framework for Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) are proposed
to be introduced.


OTHER REGULATORY UPDATES
Establishment of Textile Parks
It has been announced that a scheme of Mega
Investment Textiles Parks (MITRA) will be
launched in addition to the Production Linked
Incentives (PLI) scheme. Objective is to create
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INDIRECT TAX UPDATE

Chander Sekhar Bhartia

Partner, Business Advisory
Services, Mazars in India
chandrasekhar.bhartia@
mazars.in

A. GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
Retrospective Amendment to Definition of Supply
z Section 7 is sought to be amended with retrospective
effect from 1 July 2017 to expand the ambit of definition
of supply to levy tax on activities or transactions involving
supply of goods or services by any person, other than an
individual, to its members or constituents or vice-versa.
It is further clarified that the person or its members or
constituents shall be deemed to be two separate persons
and the supply of activities or transactions inter-se shall
be deemed to take place from one person to another.

Sachin Shenvi

Director, Indirect Tax
& International Trade,
Mazars in India
sachin.shenvi@mazars.in

z The retrospective amendment has been carried out to
provide clarity and overcome decisions rendered by
Supreme Court on Doctrine of Mutuality as regards
services rendered and goods sold by clubs and associations
to its members. Supplies made by clubs, associations etc.
will be deemed to be taxable from 1 July 2017.
z Input Tax Credit (ITC) - Available only on Invoices and
Debit Notes declared in GSTR - 1 of Supplier

14

ITC on invoice or debit note may be availed only if the
details of such invoice or debit note has been furnished
by the supplier in the statement of outward supplies and
these details have been communicated to the recipient of
such invoice or debit note.
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z Sub-section (5) of section 35 is being
omitted, and Section 44 of the CGST Act
is substituted to remove the mandatory
requirement of getting annual accounts
audited and reconciliation statement
submitted by a Chartered Accountant or
other specified professional. The filing of
annual return can now be done on selfcertification basis.
z However, the amendment relating to
removal of audit requirement is prospective.
Hence, the existing provisions will continue
to apply for FY 2019 - 20.
Interest under Section 50 - Only on net
cash liability
Section 50 of the CGST Act is being
amended retrospectively to charge interest
on delayed tax only on the net cash liability
with effect from the 1 July 2017. It is in
line with the recommendations of 39th
GST Council meeting. All the proceedings
initiated by the Revenue to levy interest on
gross liability will now become redundant.
Recovery of tax - Delinking recovery
provisions from seizure and confiscation of
goods
z Sections 74, 129 and 130 are being
amended to make seizure and confiscation
of goods and conveyances in transit
as independent proceedings under the
respective provisions pertaining to recovery
of tax.

Commissioner empowered to call for
information relating to proceedings under
GST Law
z Section 151 and Section 168 of the CGST
Act are being substituted to empower the
Jurisdictional Commissioner to call for
information from any person relating to
any matter dealt with in connection with
the Act.

B. IGST ACT - AMENDMENTS
Zero-rated supplies and Refund
Section 16 of the IGST Act is being amended
to incorporate the following crucial changes:

BUDGET UPDATE

GSTR 9 and 9C - Certification of Annual
Return and Audit

z Supplies to SEZ Unit/ Developer are
eligible for zero rating only when used for
authorized operations. This is an enabling
provision, in line with the provisions
provided under the SEZ Rules.
z To avoid fake export invoices been raised
to claim refund of taxes, zero rated supply
on payment of IGST is now being restricted
only to notified class of taxpayers or class
of goods or services.
z Refund obtained by exporter of goods to
be returned along with interest, if sale
proceeds are not realized within 30 days
from the time limit prescribed for realization
of sale proceeds (180 days) under Foreign
Exchange Management Act, 1999.

z Provisional attachment of bank account
and other properties
z Section 83 is being amended to empower
the Commissioner to resort to provisional
attachment of bank account and other
properties to protect the interest of revenue,
and such order shall remain valid for the
entire period starting from the initiation of
any proceeding under Chapter XII, Chapter
XIV or Chapter XV till the expiry of a period
of one year from the date of order made
thereunder.

C. CUSTOMS ACT, 1962 AMENDMENTS
Changes to First Schedule
Changes are proposed to be undertaken in the
First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, which
would come into force w.e.f. 1 January 2022. In
accordance with HSN 2022, 351 amendments
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have been proposed which would be necessary
to adapt to the current trade through present
requirements addressing the environmental
and social issues together with the goal of ease
of doing business and trade facilitation.
Section 25 – Phasing out of exemptions
All conditional exemptions, unless otherwise
specified or varied or rescinded, given under
the Customs Act shall come to an end on 31st
March falling immediately two years after the
date of such grant or variation. Furthermore,
it is also proposed that all existing conditional
exemptions in force as on the date on which
the Finance Bill 2021 receives the assent of
the President, unless having a prescribed end
date, shall come to an end on 31st March 2023.
Section 28BB – Time period for investigations
Section 28BB mandates a definite time-period
of 2 years subject to certain exceptions, for
completion of investigations. However, the
2-year time period may be further extendable
by 1 year at the discretion of the Commissioner.
Section 46(3) – Filing of import Bill of Entry
Section 46 (3) is proposed to be amended to
make it mandatory to compulsorily file the
import Bill of Entry one day prior to the arrival
of goods.
Section 114AC – Penalty for fraudulent
activities
Section 114AC prescribes penalty in specific
cases where any person has obtained any invoice
by fraud, collusion, willful misstatement or
suppression of facts to utilize Input Tax Credit
on the basis of such invoice for discharging any
duty or tax on goods and makes a claim for
refund of tax on such export of goods.

16

determined by the Central Government.
z Section 113 - A New subsection (ja) is
inserted dealing with confiscation of any
goods entered for exportation making
wrongful claim of remission or refund,
under the provisions of the Customs Act.
z Section 139 (1D) - The proposed
amendment aims to recognize inventories,
photographs and lists certified by
Commissioner (Appeals) shall be deemed
to have evidentiary value.
z Section 149 - Section 149 will allow
any exporter and importer to make
amendments on the common portal. The
fields for amendments shall be based on
the customs automated system based
on risk evaluation through appropriate
selection criteria.
z Section 153 - New clause is added to
recognize the use of common portal for
service of order, summons, notice, etc.
z Section 154C - A new section is inserted
to notify a common portal for facilitating
registration, filing of bills of entry, shipping
bills, payment of duty or any other
document or form prescribed under the
Customs Act.
z Amendment to ADD, CVD, Safeguard
Provisions - The provision relating to ADD,
CVD, Safeguard measures mentioned in
Sections 8B, 9 and 9A of the Customs Tariff
Act and respective Rules are intended to be
amended to provide for:
○

imposition of duty from the date
of initiation of anti-circumvention
investigation.

Other / Procedural amendments

○

z Section 110 - The amendment revises the
procedure for pre-trial disposal of seized
gold for expediting such disposals and
allows the Commissioner (Appeals) having
jurisdiction, to certify the correctness of
inventory of the seized goods and carry out
other procedures as prescribed prior to the
disposal of the gold in a manner as may be

anti-absorption provisions to counter
situation where, by reduction of export
prices or otherwise, the ADD/CVD
levied is sought to be absorbed, diluting
the intended impact of such ADD/CVD.

○

imposition of these duties on review for
period up to 5 years at a time.

○

uniform provisions for imposition ADD/
CVD on account of inputs (attracting
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○

whenever any particular ADD or CVD
is temporarily revoked, such temporary
revocation shall not exceed one year at
a time.

○

final findings are to be issued in
ADD/CVD, in investigation in review
proceedings,
by
the
designated
authority, at least three months prior
to expiry of the ADD under review (with
effect from the 1st July 2021).

○

○

provisional
assessment
in
anticircumvention investigation and make
some other technical changes in ADD/
CVD Rules.
manner of application of safeguard
measure, including tariff-rate quota
in the Safeguard Duty (name changed
to
Safeguard
Measures)
Rules.

D. CENTRAL EXCISE ACT, 1944
- AMENDMENTS

z Agriculture Infrastructure and Development
Cess
z An
Agriculture
Infrastructure
and
Development Cess (AIDC) of Rs 2.5 per litre
will be levied on petrol and Rs. 4 per litre
will be levied on diesel as an additional duty
of excise. Accordingly, Basic Excise Duty
and the Special Additional Excise Duty
have been calibrated so that there would
be no additional burden on the consumer

BUDGET UPDATE

ADD or CVD) used by EoUs and SEZs
for manufacture of goods that are
cleared to Domestic Tariff Area.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
PRACTICE IN PUBLIC
SECTOR - AN ESSENTIAL
TOOL FOR EFFECTIVENESS

Padam S. Ghishing

Internal Audit Service,
Ministry of Finance,
Thimphu Bhutan
psghising@gmail.com

Risk is a part of our life. Whatever we do every day, we all
manage risk – often without realising that we live with it. We
live in an ever-changing world, and the pace of change keeps
increasing. The change carries uncertainty with it, and that
uncertainty brings new opportunities and risks. How we
manage, those have never been considered important in
helping us meet our objectives, improve service delivery,
achieve value for money and reduce unwelcome surprises.
Risk management is a key function considered as the second
line of defence in modern management and control of an
organisation in the public sector. It involves identification of
adverse events that threaten the success, analysing the level
of risk in terms of likelihood and extent of potential impacts,
considering mitigation measures, review mechanisms and
reporting processes. In short, it can be called as mapping of
risks that are potentially most damaging to the organisational
goals with appropriate mitigation measures. In simple terms,
it can also be said that risk management practice is a process
of clearing hurdles and smoothening the path to success
without any losses. However, risk management practices in
public sector management are uncommon and rare because
public sector is fully supported by the government and is
strictly controlled by-laws, rules and regulations.

18
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IMPORTANCE OF RISK
MANAGEMENT IN PUBLIC
SECTOR
Although risk management practices in public
sector organisations are uncommon, rare,
and felt non-essential, it is critical for an
organisation in achieving success considering
following factors:

ARTICLES

Economic risks: Huge financial investments
are made by public sector organisations every
year for development works, projects, and
public service deliveries. Returns on such
investments are not quantifiable to compare
with costs and ascertain the subsequent
values. Cost overruns and delays are very
common risks in large projects, but mitigation
measures are not properly put in place before
start of the project. Proper internal controls for
quality, optimum utility, maintenance, waste
management, prevention of fraud, corruption
and financial losses need to be scanned
through the risk management radar before
making any investment so that the objective of
investment in development works and quality
public service deliveries are fulfilled with less
problems.

z Globalisation: In terms of service quality,
efficiency, public outreach, etc., the public
sector is comparable to other sectors.
z Limited Resources: Even with government
support; human resources, fixed assets,
time, and budgets are limited, and
therefore must be used appropriately,
timely maintained, and conserved.
z Responsibility
and
Accountability:
Even if the public sector is not primarily
driven by profit, management must
still be held accountable due to their
responsibility towards the general public.
The government’s commitment to the
protection of public interests and the
improvement of the quality of life remains
a fundamental responsibility to which
these entities can never turn their backs
on, and for which management must be
held accountable.

Social and Cultural risks: The image and
reputation of the organisation depend on its
efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of service
delivery to its customers. Its existence, past
legacies and future prospects will depend on
its performance, social value, and cultural
practices. Therefore, a careful assessment
of risks along with mitigation measures
associated to social and cultural values that
affect the organisation needs to be put in place
by public sector organisation to avoid the risk
of deterioration of social and cultural values.

Public sector organisations broadly deal with
economic, social, political, environmental, and
IT functions while delivering their services.
Therefore, it would be worthwhile for any
public sector organisation to manage the risks
associated in these areas:

Environmental risks: Both internal and
external environment risks exist in any
public sector organisation. While the internal
environment risks, often called strategic and
operational risks, depends on the structure
and control environment itself beginning with
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“Tone at the top” and cascaded down to entitylevel through ERM, the external environmental
risks like pandemic, geological surprises,
natural disasters, economic downturn,
terrorist attacks and other unpredictable
events that may affect or influence the
organisation also need to be scanned through
the risk management radar with appropriate
measures in place to mitigate them so that
success is achieved with minimum or nil
surprises.
Legal and Political risks: Legal or compliance
risks relates to non-compliance to existing
laws, rules, regulations and policies. The
political risks such as change in governance
philosophy, change in top management/
government level decisions, national security
threats, non-fulfilment of public pledges
also affect the organisational performance.
Therefore, organisational goals must be set,
keeping in view of such political and legal risks
that may adversely affect the achievement of
success.

20

IT/Technological risks: Cybersecurity risk is
common in any public sector organisation in
the digitised world. Therefore, threats to online
digitised services offered by public sector
organisations need to be carefully reviewed at
process level to ensure information security.
Risks
are
being
anticipated/identified,
assessed, and controlled beforehand and in
a holistic fashion that supports coordination
between the organisation’s various divisions to
achieve its strategic goals. Indeed, this is where
the importance of risk management lies, as it
is a tool that allows the management to focus
on root causes and obstacles that impede goal
achievement. Thus, risk management is a vital
process for any government entity seeking to
achieve its goals and continually improve and
develop in the service of its clients and protect
public interests, particularly within a world of
rapid technological and economic changes.
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INTERNAL AUDIT AND
CORPORATE CULTURE

CA Aditya Kumar S.

Partner - R.G.N. Price
& Co., Chartered
Accountants
aditya@rgnprice.com

CORPORATE CULTURE:
The most valuable asset of an organisation is the people and
their behaviour which makes an organisation stand apart.
Apart from monetary aspects, other differentiating factors
that make an employee stick around for long are values,
ethos and work environment of the organisation. These are
the building blocks or say DNA of an organisation. Can the
DNA withstand the perils of an everchanging environment?
Will it get diluted as and when the baton is handed over to
the next generation? Will it be swayed by considerations at
the cost of compromise? These are important questions to
ponder about. It all boils down to behavioural aspects and
how individual behaviour transforms into action, leading to
business success or failure.

CULTURE, WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT?
As risk professionals, we talk about how risks need to be
identified and mitigated, and a lot of emphases is given on
the control environment. But one would see that all those
companies that collapsed had great mission and vision
statements, had the cream of the professionals and had a socalled robust system claimed to have been almost ‘watertight’.
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But then, what could have gone wrong for the
disaster to happen and bring lives to a grinding
halt. The foundation or principles on which
those entities were built were compromised,
leading to the collapse. The most important
thing to have a successful organisation is
human resources and how they perceive value
systems and take it forward. We have many
organisations which have survived the worst
economic crisis, natural calamities, political
imbroglios, etc., and still remain relevant
for the times to come. Still, their reputation,
quality of service and image and their larger
contribution to the society remains undiluted
and untarnished. We know of organisations
who put the community’s interest before
business, who ensure that their profit is not at
the cost of the nation’s exchequer, who treat
employees with fairness and believe that they
are the building blocks, where employees are
allowed to innovate and be part of the growth
story, and whose customers know that their
interests are taken care of etc. In my view, an
entity’s success is measured not by how much
money it makes, but how many hearts can
they touch with their action and how many
lives have been transformed by their corporate
action. That is what people would cherish and
remember. People always remember how they
got benefited from an organisation. Thus,
culture is a significant intangible asset that
an organisation needs to nurture.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
BUILDING THE CULTURE?
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IIA Global published an article on ‘Auditing
Culture – A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff’.
A must read encouraging the members to
relook at how culture affects business. This
is an important area which neither carries a
monetary value in the financial statements nor
can be as explicit as a regulatory direction or
a law to abide by. The above article mentions,
“In basic terms, Culture is the set of enduring
and underlying assumptions and norms that

determine how things are actually done in the
organisation. A coherent culture is based on
shared values and beliefs, and the evidence
they are shared is that they shape behaviour
across the organisation”. It is for the people at
the helm of affairs to ensure that they create
an environment where the Culture is nurtured
and is imbibed across the entity. Remember
COSO Framework – “Tone at the top” which
includes establishing standards of conduct,
evaluating adherence to the set standards and
constant monitoring to identify deviations.

FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE
CULTURE:
Culture is such an intangible thing; one can
only experience it and to a large extent can
only be manifested over a period of time in an
organisation. There are more challenges for
larger organisations considering geographical
spread,
multiple
business
verticals,
stakeholder expectations, etc. Culture is a
bond that keeps all other components together
and makes them work cohesively. The most
important factor that influences culture is
individuals’ behaviour and how they align
with the entity’s objectives and practices.
The challenge is to ensure that the different
behaviours collectively work in a manner to
achieve the purpose of the entity. An individual
works for an entity for both monetary and
non-monetary aspirations, and it is for a large
extent how an entity leverages this towards its
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overall growth. Once the aspirations are met,
it can only be expected that this trickles down
to every other employee resulting in building a
better team, which is more focused and goaloriented. At the entity level, there could be
political pressures, business commitments,
economic outlook, fund management etc.,
which can add a different dimension as to how
and why certain critical decisions are taken,
which may not, at times, fit into the overall
picture of the organisational value systems or
practices.

understand what activities can possibly reflect
behavioural patterns that could be related to
culture.
1. Can IA look into the major decisions
taken in recent past and whether it
included a lot of interaction with the
stakeholders, whether it had an impact on
the environment, were the community at
large affected by those decisions, were there
any risks of circumventing the regulatory
framework and most importantly did it fit
into the overall business objective?

IS CULTURAL RISK PERVASIVE?
Entity can have issues while managing their
finance, operations, brand image, safety
concerns, etc. It is important to know that there
is something at stake at every level, and entity
needs to have a hard look at it. For example,
an entity may have an excellent financial
reporting process and practice. Still, it may
not be so good at managing employees’ safety
or may not be good at meeting corporate social
responsibility obligations. Each business
component is related to another at different
levels. Hence, there is a possibility of not being
serious or being lethargic in managing risks
at one level and those risks could creep into
other levels as well. So, its important that the
infection is cured before it spreads.

ROLE OF IA:
How can anyone audit anything so abstract?
Even before evaluating culture, one needs to

2. Look into the decision-making matrix: Is
it loaded with multiple lines of reporting in
one extremely or completely decentralised
situation? These are debatable, but
deliberation is essential to bring in the right
balance and approach to have a reporting
structure which is not only firm but also
agile and aligned to the business climate.
3. Listen to the customer: Have a chat with
them. An informal chat with a customer
would be helpful to understand about
organisation culture. One can do a mystery
audit to get in-depth perspective of how
the customer or the vendor perceives the
entity’s business.
4. Watch social media closely: One may
get vital inputs on the under currents
within a team or within a group, formal
or informal, etc. One may get a sense of
what is happening at different components
within an organisation.
5. Questionnaires may help get a general view
on what they feel on specific management
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decisions and analyse the trend or pattern
between various people, departments and
teams.

9. Awards: Find opportunities to reward
people for making ethically and morally
right decisions and upholding the best
interest of the entity. This will inspire
others to benchmark their actions.
10. Review the whistleblower or POSH
complaints to see any issues or red
flags: There could be red flags raised on
certain business practices.

6. Train the Staff: Instead of using the
regular or formal or organised sessions,
use case studies on how the organisation
had challenges and the decisions it took to
overcome it and emphasise how the value
systems enabled the management.
7. Make newcomers, where possible, work in
all the relevant departments for them to get
a holistic view of the business (externally)
and different operations (internally).
8. Have a statement on ethics and control:
Summarise and communicate this through
small quotes across organisation. Make the
quotes interesting and not too elaborate.
Good enough to grab attention span of a
few seconds but make them think for a
longer time.

11. Exit interviews give insight into why
employees choose to leave the organisation
and what better could have been done to
retain them. Of course, there could be issues
relating to monetary aspects or personal
commitments, which may be beyond the
control of an organisation, but exits due to
professional issues with higher-ups, team
composition, stiff deadlines, unrealistic
goals etc., could help in assessing any
cultural issues.

CLOSING THOUGHTS:
Internal audit should take the management
into confidence and make them aware of
‘Cultural risks’ that an entity is facing. It is
beyond SOP or formal workflow and requires
radical change in the thought process and
approach towards various activities. The risk
may not be quantifiable in monetary terms but
the repercussions of not valuing and adopting
a good culture could hurt long term business
prospects. Culture cannot be infused, as
it has to be adopted individually at will by
appreciating the larger benefits.
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VALUE-ADDING
RISK ASSESSMENT
TECHNIQUES

Alaba Awolaja

CIA
Risk Consultant and
Coach, Nigeria
alaba.awolaja@gmail.com

Before the advent of the Corona virus (COVID-19) in
December 2019, and its worldwide spread which led to
an ongoing global pandemic since early 2020, private and
public institution have been profoundly concerned with
how potential uncertain events that could impact diverse
strategies, objectives, or key business dependencies, would
be identified, assessed, managed, and controlled, to realise
established organisational visions and missions. This
honest concern was also as a result of hard lessons learnt
from the recession caused by the global financial crisis of
2007/2008 where many institutions failed to mitigate the
risks impacting achievement of visions, missions, strategies,
objectives etc.
Since 2007, risk management in organisations has been a
popular subject, thanks to the establishment and enforcement
of regulatory requirements, professional frameworks and
standards. You will agree with me that, specifically, the risk
management process is more popular today than before due
to the negative impacts of COVID-19 outbreak and other
disruptions challenging medium to long-term viability of
organisations. It is now imperative that internal auditors
know and understand how their organisations manage risks
facing businesses because of their skill set and capability
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z Perform analysis of the inherent/residual
level of risk against risk criteria;
z Respond to the significant risks;
z Develop adequate controls and ensure
appropriate
control
activities
are
functioning as designed;
z Monitor and report risk performances,
events, and related issues to stakeholders;
z Review the risk management process and
repeat the steps.
to provide assurance and advice on the risk
management processes.
The Institute of Internal Auditors’ International
Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing (Standards) 2120 – Risk
Management, states that “the internal audit
activity must evaluate the effectiveness
and contribute to the improvement of risk
management processes.” Risk management
processes have evolved over the years and
can be represented in different ways by
different authoritative guidance, frameworks,
and standards as seen in the International
Organization
for
Standardization
(ISO)
31000:2018 – Risk Management Guidelines;
Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO) Enterprise Risk
Management – Integrating with Strategy and
Performance; Institute of Risk Management
(IRM) – Risk Management Standard; and
various others. I wish to state that the risk
management processes in all the popular
guidance, frameworks, and standards have
more similarities than differences considering
their requirements for risk assessments.
In a typical risk management process, we will:
z Define purpose and scope, criteria, and
establish context for risk management;
z Identify risks to objective or activity,
nature, and the circumstances in which
they could come into existence;
z Evaluate risks in terms of likelihood and
impact;
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According to ISO, “risk assessment is that
part of risk management that provides
a structured process that identifies how
objectives may be affected, and analyses
the risk in terms of consequences and their
probabilities before deciding whether further
treatment is required.” It merely involves the
identification of risks and evaluating these
risks in terms of likelihood and impact to
determine their significance to organisation’s
strategy, objective, core processes and key
dependencies, activity, or project. ISO, COSO,
and IRM guidance, frameworks, and standards
agree that risk assessment is the core of the
risk management process with similar steps
such as risk identification and description —
identifying, recognising and recording risks;
risk analysis — determining the consequences
and their probabilities for identified risk
events; considering the presence (or absence)
and the effectiveness of any existing controls;
and risk evaluation — comparing estimated
levels of risk with risk criteria defined when the
internal and external context was established
etc., in order to determine the significance of
the level and type of risk.
Internal auditors use risk assessment
techniques in developing internal audit
activity’s plan to ensure appropriate coverage
of significant areas and in determining
priorities for allocating internal audit
resources. Risk assessment techniques are
also used to examine auditable units and
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to select areas for review at the engagement
level. Due to the current speed at which risk
emerges, risk assessments techniques cannot
be limited to strategic internal audit planning
and engagement level planning alone. They
are now useful in continuous risk assessment,
stakeholder engagements, intra-organizational
collaborations, and improving communication
and consultation to keep abreast of potential
events that could threaten core mission and
long-term viability of an organisation.
There are over thirty risk assessment
techniques that professional internal auditors
may select from to achieve their risk assessment
goals. The IEC/ISO 31010:2019 Risk
Management – Risk Assessment Techniques
is a resourceful guide for the selection of
fitting risk assessment techniques. However,
internal auditors should understand that a
technique’s complexity does not determine
that it is justifiable and appropriate for every
situation under consideration. Therefore, the
choice of a risk assessment technique should
consider factors like stakeholder expectations,
complexity of the chosen technique, the
nature and degree of uncertainty based on the
available information, resource requirements,
and possible output such as qualitative,
quantitative, and semi-quantitative etc.
From the time risk assessment is envisaged for
a specific vision, mission, strategy, objective,
activity or key business dependency, internal
auditors must stay focused on the value
the selected technique would add to the

risk management process as a whole and
the importance of stakeholder involvement.
Sometimes it may be necessary to employ
more than one risk assessment technique
for a particular situation. This is due to the
fact that all the available techniques have
their inherent strengths and weaknesses. The
combination of risk assessment techniques
that can be applied at each step of the risk
assessment process (risk identification and
description, risk analysis, and risk evaluation),
and the type of required/expected output
(qualitative, quantitative, or semi-quantitative)
that will best demonstrate internal audit’s
value
continuously
and
collaboratively
without wasting resources should always be
considered.
Risk assessment techniques such as
checklists, structured and semi-structured
interviews, brainstorming, structured “what
if”, scenario analysis, cost-benefit analysis,
business impact analysis, bow tie analysis,
and others may seem simple but can still
be very effective and efficient. In this new
normal, internal audit functions with
established consulting responsibilities should
find opportunities to engage key stakeholders
such as management and the board using
appropriate risk assessment techniques to
identify risks, analyse risks, and evaluate risks
without taking management’s responsibilities
for risk management and internal controls.
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NEED FOR DATA PRIVACY
FRAMEWORK TO COMPLY
WITH INDIA’S UPCOMING
PERSONAL DATA
PROTECTION BILL
Sucheta V. Upendra

Senior Vice President –
Information Security and
Risk Advisory
Sucheta.Upendra@riskpro.in

We saw extraordinary challenges last year, not only due to
the global pandemic but also due to increased data breaches
and related penalties, which is a direct fall-out of not
complying with data protection regulations.
The pandemic of data breaches was far-reaching and
devastating for businesses as it was non-discriminatory. No
business/industry was spared. Teleconferencing platform
Zoom that zoomed the popularity charts during the pandemic
was targeted by hackers as were giants such as Twitter and
Marriot.
At the same time, data protection authorities across the globe
are pressurising organisations for implementing security
controls to protect personal data and also comply with other
data privacy requirements.

28
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z British Airways and Marriot Inc. were fined
£20 million and £18.4 million respectively
by Information Commissioner’s Office in
UK for failing to keep their customer’s data
secure.
z Multinational cloth retailer H&M was fined
€35.3 million by German data protection
authority
for
unlawful
employeemonitoring practices.
z Lifespan Health System in USA agreed to
pay a penalty of $1.04 million for a data
breach.
India is not far behind in terms of data
breaches. All of us would have read news
about Amazon and Swiggy’s payment partner
Juspay’s data being available on the Dark web.
And even more recently, the revised ‘privacy
policy’ and ‘terms of services’ of Whatsapp has
become the most read and debated content in
recent history. This has thrown the spotlight
on the ‘consent’ and ‘data sharing’ practices of
organisations.
What we have yet to catch up with are effective
data protection laws in India. Under section
43A of the Information Technology Act, the
body corporate is liable to pay damages
for negligence in maintaining reasonable
security to protect sensitive personal data or
information.
Reporting of data breaches and levying/
paying penalties are not currently India’s forte.

However, this may change once the upcoming
Personal Data Protection Bill is passed and
enforced by the Parliament. It proposes
several obligations for the organisations as
well as heavy penalties - upto Rs. 15 crores or
4 per cent of the global turnover, if norms are
violated.
This bill will also bring certain other challenges
to businesses in India, such as localisation of
‘critical personal data’. What this means is
that personal data can be transferred outside
of India as long as ‘sensitive personal data’ is
mirrored in the country¬—that is, a copy will
have to be maintained in India. Organisations
will, however, be barred from transferring
‘critical personal data’ (a category that the
government can notify at a subsequent stage)
outside the country.
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Few examples are as follows:

In short, organisations catering to clients in
India as well as other countries will have to
tackle various data protection challenges,
including:
z Increasing cyber-attacks
z Stringent data
across the globe

protection

regulations

z Remote working in a regulated environment
such as HIPAA (Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act) or PCIDSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard)
z The need for a single set of policies and
procedures to comply with various
regulations
The future is not as bleak as it sounds though.
Every problem comes with a solution, and in
this case, the solution may lie in a robust data
privacy framework which can give us tools to
tackle these challenges.
DSCI (Data Security Council of India)
Privacy Framework (DPF©) is one such
framework that comes with a layered data
privacy approach. Three layers elaborated in
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this framework are as follows:Personal Information Security

Information Usage & Access

Visibility Over
Personal
Information

Privacy Monitoring & Incident
Management

Privacy
Organizaiton &
Relationship

Privacy Stragegy & Processes

Privacy Policy &
Processes

Regulatory
Compliance
Intelligence

Information Usage, Access, Monitoring & Training

LAYER 1: PRIVACY STRATEGY
AND PROCESSES:
z This is the layer that helps in establishing
the strategic elements for privacy.
z It talks about 5 practice areas: Visibility
over personal information (VPI), Privacy
Organisation and Relationship (POR),
Privacy Policy and Processes (PPP),
Regulatory Compliance Intelligence (RCI)
and Privacy Contract Management (PCM).

LAYER 2: INFORMATION USAGE,
ACCESS, MONITORING AND
TRAINING:
z This layer ensures that an adequate level
of awareness exists in an organisation.
Significant controls are deployed to
limit access to the information, usage of
information, as well as managing incidents
compromising personal data privacy.
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Privacy Awareness & Training

z Practice areas in this layer include
Information Usage and Access (IUA), Privacy
Monitoring and Incident Management (MIM),
Privacy Awareness and Training (PAT)

Privacy Contract
Management

Personal Information Security

LAYER 3: PERSONAL
INFORMATION SECURITY:
z This layer derives strength from an
organisation’s security initiatives and
demands a focus on data security.
The DSCI provides various checklists and
industry best practices to implement practice
areas in each layer.

OTHER FRAMEWORKS IN THE
MARKET:
z ISO/IEC 27701: 2019, which provides
Privacy Information Management System
(PIMS) framework for managing privacy
– especially the General Data Protection
Regulations.
z ISO/IEC
27018:2019
is
another
framework which provides code of practice
for protecting personal data in the cloud
environment.
z ENISA (European Union Agency for
cybersecurity) is working on emerging EU
framework for the ICT (Information and
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HOW IS DSCI PRIVACY
FRAMEWORK DIFFERENT?
What is unique about the DSCI Privacy
Framework is that it does not restrict itself to
a management system, a specific technology
environment, or a specific regulation. It is
intended to provide an approach and detailed
guidance that will help establish a mature
privacy function.
“How To’s” of key requirements such as
‘Maintenance of records’, ‘Consent’, ‘Data
protection officer’, ‘Data protection impact
assessment’, ‘Privacy in design’, ‘Data breach
reporting’, etc. mentioned in India’s upcoming

Personal Data Protection Bill are addressed in
detail in DSCI privacy framework.
Also, importantly, while the DPF© methodology
provides the right pathways to deal with
data privacy challenges, organisations have
an option to get certified by DSCI for this
framework or obtain a Privacy Seal for their
products/services. This certification or seal
will enable organisations to demonstrate their
compliance with a particular geography’s legal
requirements, thus providing them with an
edge in their business endeavours.
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Communication technology) certification
of products and services.

In the coming months, we will attempt, through
a series of articles, to de-mystify these layers
to help tackle data privacy challenges.
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IMPORTANCE OF
OPERATIONAL AUDIT
REVIEW

B. MURTHY

Retired Divisional Manager
Internal Audit, Ashok
Leyland
brahamanapalle@yahoo.
com

IIA definition for Internal Audit is as follows:
“Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance
and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an
organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish
its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach
to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management,
control, and governance processes.”
In the above definition, please note the words:

DESIGNED TO ADD VALUE” AND
“IMPROVE ORGANISATION
OPERATIONS
In this context, the Operational audit reviews assume
significance, more so for manufacturing sector where a
lot of scope is available for Internal Audit to improve the
operational efficiencies. This article attempts to explain how
an Internal Auditor can play a very significant role in adding
value and improving organisation operations.
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In any manufacturing industry, materials contribute nearly
60 to 70% of the overall cost of the organisation. Even if
you are able to achieve 5% cost reduction through your
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operational reviews, it will be very significant
and add straight to your bottom line. Hence in
my view, Internal auditors doing operational
reviews will contribute more to the business
unit and ultimately to the organisation.
It is a myth that only a person with technical
knowledge can do operational reviews. Any
auditor, who has eye for detail, common
sense, thinks logically and has interest in
the operational activities of an industry
can contribute to the effectiveness of the
organisation.
In any manufacturing activities, the following
are the biggest cost areas:
z Raw material
z Procurement and logistics
z Machining
z Power consumption
z Consumables
z Maintenance
z Inventory loss/Scrap
So, an Internal auditor should focus on above
areas and do thorough review to:
z Identify gaps
z Eliminate non-value added activity
z Suggest simpler processes
z Suggest alternate materials
affecting the functional aspects.

without

To do this review, one has to perform a detailed
walk-through of operations and understand
the entire manufacturing process thoroughly.

4 Idly slots and average pouring weight is
50 grams per slot, i.e. for 1 kg of batter, one
should get 20 Idlis. If they get less quantity, it
implies something is wrong, e.g. wastage due
to spillage, or the idly slot is worn out leading
to more batter consumption per slot.
So, in a day if 1000 Idlis are to be made, the
ideal batter consumption ought to have been
only 50 kgs. In contrast, anything above 50
kgs of batter consumption indicates that
there is excess consumption of raw material.
This leads to opportunity loss through excess
consumption and/or loss of sale, if extra batter
lost would have been converted into Idlis.
So, the solution would be to have measuring
spoon for 50gms pour or to change the Idli
plates.

EXAMPLE 2:
You are a fleet operator, and you know your
vehicles generally gives a mileage of 4 kms
per litre of diesel in normal road condition.

Let me cite a few examples in layman terms as
to how to find out excess consumption/nonvalue added activities in operations.

EXAMPLE 1:
Take an example of a restaurant, which is
making Idlis. Suppose Idly plates consist of
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Suppose you work out the diesel consumption
vs. distance travelled and notice that the
mileage is 3 Kms or less per litre. In that case,
it is a clear indication of excess consumption
of diesel which may be due to inefficient
engine or pilferage of diesel, which warrants
attention.
The solution would be to ensure periodic
service and still if it is not working, then
monitor the diesel consumption by surprise
checks on the vehicle. If there is pilferage, then
proper disciplinary action should be taken and
comprehensive review of all activities to arrive
at the potential loss and suggest preventive
steps.

EXAMPLE 3:

In your factory or office, the average energy
consumption is 500 units per day. If the
energy reading shows excess, e.g. 600 or 650
per day, it shows that there is some excess
consumption happening which needs to be
arrested.
The possible reasons could be non-switching
off AC/ fans/bulbs, when not in use. Not
switching off the appliances during lunch/tea
breaks etc. Or there could be electrical fault
where the current is leaking which may pose
a health and safety danger as well.
Proper review of electric circuits and high
energy-consuming appliances would be the
ideal solution. Staff should be made aware of
energy conservations measures, and a reward
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system for reducing energy consumption may
also be instituted.

EXAMPLE 4:

One has to do an Input-output reconciliation
to determine whether the consumption of
raw materials and consumables is in line
with the production. That will reveal excess
consumption if any, and will provide scope for
cost control and reduction.
For ease in understanding, let’s take an
example of a scooter manufacturing company.
For one scooter, there will be one headlight
only. So, if 5000 scooters are manufactured
in a month, then same number of headlights
should have been consumed. Hence, after
adjusting for the spare sales, transfers to other
units and warranty replacement quantities, if
the quantity consumed is more than 5000,
then it indicates excess consumption which
may be due to various operational reasons
like breakage, damage, and non-functional or
pilferage etc.
Depending on the reasons, appropriate
corrective action should be taken. In case of
frequent breakages, handling process needs
to be improved. If the product is defective,
then the vendor may be changed, or damages
claimed from the vendor. If it is pilferage,
security should be strengthened.
Above examples duly demonstrate how
Internal Auditors can add value by a thorough
review of operational activities.
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CIA PART 3 EXAM- WHERE
TO CONCENTRATE MORE

Kanwaljeet Kaur

Managing Director,
Kapp Edge Solutions
kanwaljeet@
onlineglobalcareer.com

CIA PART 3 – BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE FOR
INTERNAL AUDITING
This one is the last exams in the CIA exam series and the
most important one too. So far in the journey of passing part
1 and 2, the technical proficiency and awareness were tested.
However, the part 3 exam takes a step ahead and checks the
application of concepts.
Part 3 has developed a reputation for being the most
challenging part of the CIA exam. The reason for such a
reputation is that the questions are more conceptual, and
the answers are not as easy to deduce.
Part 3 of the CIA exam has 32 topics that candidates must
know at the basic level and 3 topics that candidates must
understand at a proficient level.
z Basic Level: Candidates retrieve relevant knowledge from
memory and/or demonstrate fundamental comprehension
of concepts or processes.
z Proficient Level: Candidates apply concepts, processes,
or procedures; analyse, evaluate, and make judgments
based on criteria; and/or put elements or material
together to formulate conclusions and recommendations.
There are 4 important topics in part 3, under which the
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WEIGHTAGE
35%
25%
20%
20%

TOPICS
BUSINESS
ACUMEN
INFORMATION
SECURITY
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

Since these topics are not typical audit related
concepts, the candidates are advised to
practice more questions to gain the required
confidence.
The topics mentioned above are more relevant
and frequently tested concepts. While
preparing for these chapters, candidates
are advised to have good knowledge of these
concepts.

CIA part 1 and part 2 predominantly focus on
audit and related concepts. But it’s equally
important for the internal auditors to have
knowledge of business, information technology
and financial management.

STUDENT SECTION

knowledge of the candidate is tested. The
topics and their related coverage are as follows:

Thus, part 3 focuses on these areas.

SUBJECT MATTER SMART
STUDY TIPS
When it comes to online exams like CIA, there
can never be any surety that only certain
topics will be tested in a specific manner.
However, at large, there are few topics which
are always given more weightage.
Here is my subject matter opinion about this
topic - how to best prepare for the same.

IMPORTANT EXAM TOPICS
CIA part 3 exam gives 35% weightage to
business acumen. However, the combined
weightage of the IT section is over 45%. My
study tips will be focused on the IT section in
this segment.

CLOSING COMMENTS
The CIA part 3 exam may be known as the
hardest one, but my experience says that this
one can be very easy to crack if you focus on the
smart way of learning. More practice of the IT
related concepts and a good understanding of
financial management and business acumen
can make your journey really comfortable.
Part 3 is the last exam, and now you are
going to be ready to enter in the exciting field
of Internal audit. I wish you “All the best” for
your bright career ahead.


Candidates are advised to have an excellent
conceptual understanding of all IT related
topics as mentioned below. This section also
checks the retention skills, so focus on that
part as well.
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CIA QUIZ
Q1. A means of limiting production delays
caused by equipment breakdown and repair
is to:
A. Schedule production based on capacity
planning.
B. Plan maintenance activity based on an
analysis of equipment repair work orders.
C. Pre-authorize equipment maintenance and
overtime pay.

B. Control labour
operations.

costs

in

production

C. Detect performance trends away from
normal operations.
D. Monitor internal control applications of
information technology.

A. Internal failure cost.

Q4. The management and employees of a
large household goods moving company
decided to adopt total quality management
(TQM) and continuous improvement (CI).
The company believes that if it became
nationally known as adhering to TQM and
CI, one result would be an increase in the
company's profits and market share. The
primary reason for adopting TQM was to
achieve:

B. Training cost.

A. Greater customer satisfaction.

C. External failure cost.

B. Reduced delivery time.

D. Appraisal cost.

C. Reduced delivery charges.

D. Establish a preventive maintenance
program for all production equipment.
Q2. The cost of statistical quality control in
a product quality cost system is categorized
as:

D. Greater employee participation.
Q3. Statistical quality control often
involves the use of control charts, whose
basic purpose is to:
A. Determine when accounting
procedures are not working.
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control

Q5. Quality control programs employ many
tools for problem definition and analysis. A
scatter diagram is one of these tools. The
objective of a scatter diagram is to:
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majority of stores. The most appropriate
statistical tool to use is:

B. Show frequency distribution in graphic
form.

A. Linear time series analysis.

C. Divide a universe of data into homogeneous
groups.

C. Cross tabulations with chi-square analysis
of significance.

D. Show the vital trend and separate trivial
items.

D. Time series multiple regression analysis to
identify changes in individual stores over
time.

Q6. An internal auditor for a large automotive
parts retailer wishes to perform a risk
analysis and wants to use an appropriate
statistical tool to help identify stores
that would be out of line compared to the

Answers are printed on the last page.
Contributed by "Dr. Paul Jayakar"

B. Cross-sectional regression analysis.
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A. TA. Display a population of items for
analysis.
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1. What is “CIA Challenge Exam”?
Members of one of the qualified accounting
bodies can take advantage of this rare
opportunity to earn the Certified Internal
Auditor® (CIA®) designation through an
expedited process and join the more than
170,000 CIAs who have achieved this highly
respected global certification. The Challenge
Exam will include CIA content not already
covered by your local accounting exam. In
offering the Challenge Exam, The IIA continues
to demonstrate the uniqueness of internal
auditing as a profession and strengthens its
strategic partnership with accounting bodies
around the world.
2. How is it different from the regular CIA
Exam (3 parts)?
The CIA Challenge exam is a condensed
examination that consists of only one exam
with 150 objective type questions.

STUDENT SECTION

CIA CHALLENGE EXAM FAQS

3. Will the Challenge Exam be conducted
every year?
This is the 1st time that the CIA challenge exam
is being offered in India. Based on response
and demand in India, the future schedule of
this exam will be determined by the Institute
of Internal Auditors (IIA Inc.)
4. Who conducts the CIA Challenge Exam?
The CIA Challenge Exam is conducted by the
IIA Inc.
5. Who is eligible to take the CIA Challenge
Exam?
Candidates who are active members of one of
the qualified accounting bodies are eligible.
Former members and students are ineligible.
6. Which are the 13 qualified accounting
bodies?
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1. Association of Chartered
Accountants (ACCA)

Certified

2. Chartered Accountants Australia and
New Zealand (CA ANZ)
3. Chartered Professional
Canada (CPA Canada)

Accountants

4. CPA Australia
5. Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (HKICPA)
6. Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India (ICAI)
7. Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales (ICAEW)
8. Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland (ICAS)
9. Institute of Singapore
Accountants (ISCA)

Chartered

10. Philippine Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (PICPA)
11. Registro Oficial de Auditores de Cuentas
(ROAC)
12. Saudi Organization for Certified Public
Accountants

No, only candidates from one of the 13
qualified accounting bodies may enrol in
the CIA Challenge Exam. However, you may
enrol in the traditional 3-part CIA program.
Please refer to the CIA program eligibility
requirements on the IIA India website or by
clicking here.
10. Can existing CIA registered students
take this Challenge Exam? Will there be
any concession in fee?
Candidates who are currently enrolled in the
CIA traditional 3-parts program can take the
CIA Challenge exam. However, fees already paid
for the 3-parts program are non-refundable /
nor transferable. Therefore, candidates have
to apply and register separately to take the
CIA Challenge exam. Please open a new case
in your CCMS profile to request inactivation
of the 3- parts CIA program to enrol in the
challenge exam.

13. South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA)

11. What type of ID will I be required to
upload for registration and present during
the exam?

7. I have just passed my accounting exam
but am yet to take membership; Can I take
CIA Challenge Exam?

You will be required to upload and present a valid
government-issued ID – matching the name on
your ID with the name on your web account
profile and in your appointment confirmation
email. Please ensure that you possess a valid ID
at the time of taking your exam.

You can only take the Challenge Exam if you
are an active member of one of the 13 qualified
accounting bodies.
8. How do I demonstrate that I am an active
member of the accredited accounting body?
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9. I am a Cost Accountant / Company
Secretary / Chartered Financial Analyst;
am I eligible to take CIA Challenge Exam?

You will need to provide the following evidence
of your active membership: a scanned copy
of the CA certificate and a screenshot of the
public registry (“trace a member”) indicating
your membership with the qualified accounting
body is still active.

Acceptable forms of identification for those
residing in India include; Aadhaar card, Indian
Passport and Driver’s license (only smart
card). They must be presented in original at
the time of exams and must be in English.
12. What type of character reference is
needed?
z Candidates must exhibit high moral and
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z If there is no response from the candidate’s
supervisor, they may update information
in the Certification Candidate Management
System (CCMS) after 7 calendar days and
resubmit. Please reach out to your supervisor
if they have not completed the reference.
z It is highly recommended that applicants

should initiate the character reference
as early as possible and follow-up on
their submission.
13. How do I register for the Challenge
Exam?
Kindly go through the following links
IIA India: (For IIA Members residing in India)
https://iiaindia.org/cia-challenge
IIA Global:
https://global.theiia.org/certification/
challenge-exams/Pages/QAB-CIA-

FEE (IN US $) – RESIDENT IN INDIA
IIA INDIA MEMBERS IIA NON-MEMBERS
CIA CHALLENGE EXAM 896.25
1,545.00
RETAKE
595.25
945.00
EXAM

14. What are the fees for the Challenge
Exam? Can the fees be paid in instalments?
Fees must be paid in full as per the table
above. These are special prices applicable to
IIA members residing in India. Fee includes
CIA Challenge exam application fee, CIA
challenge exam registration fee and exam
preparation package.
15. Is there a refund if the Challenge Exam
is not taken for any reason or one is not
able to get certificate of active membership
from relevant accounting body?
No refunds, in part or whole, will be provided
to candidates once the application for CIA

STUDENT SECTION

professional character and must submit a
Character Reference by a CIA, CGAP, CCSA,
CFSA, CRMA, QIAL, or the candidate’s
supervisor. This is done electronically in
the Certification Candidate Management
System (CCMS) during the application
process.

17. What fees do I need to pay to become a
member of IIA India?
z The fees for membership in India is INR 1,500
(one time) for registration and INR 4,000
annually plus applicable taxes (18% GST).
z Refer iiaindia.org for becoming a member.
z New members joining and taking the
challenge exams will have the membership
fee valid from January 21, 2021, till March
31, 2022.
18. How does the Challenge Exam costs
compare with the regular 3-parts CIA exam?

Challenge exam is submitted.

Strictly speaking, the two are not comparable
because:

16. What is the amount of concession for
the members residing in India?

z Significant time saving available with the
Challenge Exam (possible to clear in one
sitting).

An IIA member residing outside India will need
to pay 33 1/3% more than a member residing
in India. In comparison to non-members, the
concession is significantly higher.

z Challenge Exam fee includes access to the
study material also for the challenge exam,
which has to be separately purchased
for the 3-parts exam, over and above the
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application/exam fees.
z Challenge Exam fee includes exam
application fee, registration fee and exam
preparation package (study material –
online access to CCMS).
19. Will I be eligible for concessional study
loans from banks/NBFCs?
z Candidates will need to self-finance and
may also consider personal financing
z Candidates
may
also
check
with
their respective employers for any
reimbursement/loan
schemes
they
may have for continuous professional
education/certification
20. How do I prepare for the exam? Are
there any coaching material available for
my studies?
As part of the application bundle, candidates
will receive a digital copy of the customised
CIA Learning System.
21. Are there any classes for CIA Challenge
Exam available in India?
There are training providers for the regular CIA
3-part examination. Candidates may contact
them, although the customised CIA Learning
System should be adequate.

23. What is the syllabus for the CIA
Challenge Exam?
Kindly go through the link below:
https://global.theiia.org/certification/
challenge-exams/Documents/CIA-ChallengeExam-for-CA-and-CPA.pdf
24. Can I download and share the study
material provided for the challenge exam?
Yes, you can download the material:
z You can download the ePub file. This is not
printable. Once downloaded it belongs to
the candidate with no expiration date.
z The license agreement states that the
materials are only licensed to one individual
user so you may download the study guide
for only you to use for your personal study.
We recommend downloading to a tablet
device, such as an iPad. This material can
only be downloaded once.
z You may also read all the content online
while you are logged into the
z software. Online access which is valid for
1 year.
z There is also an online quiz with 150
practice questions.

22. When will I receive the customised CIA
Learning System?
Once approved into the program, candidates
will receive the email invitation for the CIA
Learning System Study Guide within seven
days from The IIA’s CIA Distribution Center
with the subject line, “Action Required - Your
IIA Online Access.” Candidates will need to
activate the CIA Learning System please reach
out to customercare@learncia.com to inquire
further. The IPPF can be accessed here.
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25. How do I download the E-Books if I
don't have an iPad or Android Tablet?
Please follow the instructions below to
download The IIA’s CIA Learning System ebook if you do not have an iPad or Android
device:
Adobe Digital Editions 3.0 will allow you to
view and read your ePub file on your computer.
As part of the license agreement, the materials
may NOT be printed or shared. They may only
be downloaded one time and only used by the
candidate who was issued the initial access.
z Install Adobe Digital Editions 3.0 to
your computer. It is available for free, by

z After Adobe Digital Editions is installed on
your computer, select the "ePub" version
and open with Adobe Digital Editions 3.0.
z After the file opens in Adobe Digital
Editions, go to the "Library" button and
"Copy To Library."
z You will now be able to read the CIA
Learning System E-book on your computer.
Note: please use Version 3.0 of Adobe Digital
Editions. There have been numerous issues
reported when learners try to use other
versions.

STUDENT SECTION

clicking here: https://www.adobe.com/
support/digitaleditions/downloads.html.
Links to the installer are near the bottom
of the page.

27. What is the schedule for taking the exam?
TIMELINE
APPLICATION & EXAM REGISTRATION

JANUARY 21 – MARCH 15, 2021

FIRST TEST WINDOW

FEBRUARY, MARCH OR JUNE 2021*

RETAKE WINDOW

NOVEMBER 2021

* On a case-to-case basis, candidates could be authorized to sit for the challenge exam in November / December 2021.
However, they must make a separate application through CCMS for the same.

28. Do I need to visit any centres for taking
the exams?
Yes, you may find your local testing center
by going to www.pearsonvue.com/iia/ and
select “Find a test center”. After being
approved into the program and scheduling
your examination, the system will show the
calendar of open available appointments.
Candidates are advised to check seat
availability in a location of their choice
well in advance.
29. When will I receive my score?
You can access your score report approximately
24 hours after your exam by going to your
CCMS profile and clicking Access Pearson
VUE > view score reports.
30. Can I consult or refer a book / study
material during the exams?

No. CIA is not an open book exam. Books /
Study Material CANNOT be referred to during
the exams.
31. What are
Certification?

the

benefits

of

CIA

z Global Recognition: The CIA is the
only globally recognised internal audit
certification, and its value is appreciated
across the world. Becoming a CIA and a
member of the IIA allows you to multiply
these benefits.
z Proficiency, Credibility & Improved
Competencies: CIAs understand internal
audit and develop competencies in internal
auditing activities. The term “CIA” assures
of a dedicated professional who is willing
to invest in personal growth.
z Higher Income: As per various surveys,
CIA certification enables the members
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to earn higher average income compared
to non-certified peers, across all major
economies.
z Job Opportunities: CIA makes more job
opportunities available to you irrespective
of your position or experience. As per the
2019 Robert Half Salary Guide, demand

z GRC Expertise: The IIA curriculum
ensures that CIAs can provide assurance on
risk management, corporate governance,
internal control, and operations in all
kinds of businesses. These skill sets are in
higher demand in the globalising economy.

32. Who should we contact at IIA India for CIA Certification / CIA Challenge Exam?

LOCATION

Bengaluru
Chennai
Delhi
Hyderabad
Kolkata
Mumbai

MOBILE NO.

IIA India

9606028347
9884716160
9650002331
9391690256
7980586848
9326652393
9650002331
9205169309
9004512247

33. Can candidates for the CIA Challenge
exam avail financing options?
Several institutions offer financing options to
individuals, especially qualified professionals.
Interested candidates may approach any one
of them.
Bank of Baroda (BOB) has extended special
terms to IIA members. A copy of their circular
has been sent to all the branches and may
be accessed via IIA India website. Interested
members may contact their branches.
Members can avail unsecured personal loan
(not exceeding the course cost) up to Rs 1.5
lacs, repayable in 4 years, at an interest rate
ranging from 10.1 – 14.1%, depending upon
their CIBIL score and BOB relationship.
Candidates should note that:
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for internal auditors is increasing.

EMAIL ID

bangalorechapter@iiaindia.org
madraschapter@iiaindia.org
delhichapter@iiaindia.org
hyderabadchapter@iiaindia.org
calcuttachapter@iiaindia.org
bombaychapter@iiaindia.org
memberservices@iiaindia.org
Coordination@iiaindia.org
Coordinator@iiaindia.org
z IIA India will not guarantee any loans taken
by the members. However, on request,
IIA India can provide a letter informing
any financial institution that he/she is a
member of the Institute and is planning
to appear for the globally accredited CIA
exam certification to become a qualified/
Certified Internal Auditor.
z Interested members can directly contact
any of the banks/NBFCs for personal
loans.
z It is up to the financial institution to
decide if they will extend the concessional
educational loans at lower interest.
z Members can check with their employer
for any schemes available for educational
support.
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In the run-up to the Career Fair at the National Women’s
Conference, we spoke with Lalitha Satheesh on what it took
to build a fulfilling and enriching career in audit.
Lalitha Satheesh is currently heading the Quality Assurance
Improvement Program for Internal Audit function in Societe
Generale. She has about twenty plus years of experience,
mostly in Internal audit, Internal controls and Compliance.
She is a member of the IIA, ISACA and Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India. She has also completed the Company
Secretary Certification and has a master’s degree in Commerce
in addition to a Corporate MBA from ISB. She enjoys working
with large teams and diversified talent pool.

Lalitha Satheesh

Head - Quality
Improvement program for
internal Audit Function in
Societe Generale.

WOMENS' CIRCLE

SHE POWER IN AUDIT:
A TÊTE-À-TÊTE WITH A
CAREER AUDITOR

Q 1: Why did you choose a career in Internal
Audit?
I always wanted to be in a job that keeps me on edge and
challenges my abilities. A job that is respected everywhere
and necessitates the code of ethics even in our personal life.
Hence, I chose Internal Audit as a career. Helping our clients
and organisation manage risk, and maintaining the right
culture gives me a sense of pride and satisfaction. More so,
as a woman, it meant a world of opportunities in front of me
to improve my networking skills.

Q 2: Like most professions, audit has been
evolving at a very fast pace. How do you keep
yourself updated?
I firmly believe in continuous learning. Besides being
a mother of two daughters, I’ve accomplished multiple
professional certifications in audit. Learning has always
been a part of my life’s goals. Although I can laugh now, as
to how adventurous I have been all through my life with my
young kids tearing my course books and pouring water on
them, I must say, not everything is a pleasant memory at
every stage of my career. The determination to be on track is
the key to achieve what we aspire.
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Interviewed by:
Sandhya Sriram,

Chairperson, IIA Bangalore
Chapter Women’s Forum.
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Q 3: How would you describe your
journey?
Easy,
challenging,
impossible, manageable, or all of the
above ?

the table. It is now proven beyond doubt that
an inclusive culture delivers better results.

The journey to my current position has had
bumps along the way. Yet, I enjoyed the ups
and downs, as this is what I wanted for me. My
colleagues and team members often walk up
to me with a question – why I chose the travel
intensive, fast-paced audit career and how I
manage my family and job without giving up
on one or the other. I began my career the day
after I finished high school, and the expedition
never stopped. I have a zeal for audit and my
zeal to learn and shine never faded. In the
early days of my career, technology was still
in nascent stages, so human interactions and
personal contact were integral for day-to-day
work and working from home were not much
heard of. Navigating our way to continue in
the system was crucial to survive and excel
in the workplace. It was possible only with a
healthy and robust support system at home.

Women tend to be reflective, and at times get
emotional, which could raise misconceptions
about their potential to make tough decisions.
Being competitive and confrontational could be
seen as aggressive. Therefore, it is incumbent
upon us to have a never give up attitude, lean
in and yet be ourself. I have been fortunate
to receive periodic career tips from my
mentors, most of whom are women leaders.
I am also lucky to have worked with people
who understand the importance of flexibility
and work-life balance. Empowerment, Trust,
Empathy – these are the core values I admired
in my leaders, which inspired me to go an
extra mile every time.

Q 5: If you were to share your top
Q 4: Do you think, as a woman, you Mantras for success with us, what
are better placed or at a disadvantage would that be?
for choosing audit as your career Learn, Unlearn and Re-learn - Have the
option?
learning agenda in your routine. Keep yourself
In my 20 plus years of experience, I can certainly
say that the gap for women to a leadership
position is narrowing. Most organisations
have “Diversity” as a key agenda, as they see
the synergy and value women leaders bring to
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updated about industry standards, do a new
certification at-least once in three years.
Have a fresh outlook when you read the same
concepts. Behave like you know nothing when
you learn a concept from anyone, especially
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Connect, Collaborate and Contribute - When
it comes to networking, women are relatively
shy. I wonder if we don’t feel confident or are in
general reluctant to reach out. Hence, we keep
to ourselves and do not seek help. Network, as
much as you can, have friends in the industry
and have mentors as go-to persons whenever
you are stuck in your work. As you mature in
your career, identify a mentee. In the process
of mentorship, there is learning to both sides.
The benefit is immense.
Develop a support system - I mentioned
this before, for women to be successful at
work, we need a strong and robust support
system, it could be our family members or
paid help. Teach children to be independent
and incentivise them for a small job at home.
This takes a lot of stress away from us. In
the process, we also need to let go of a few
imperfections at home. I am still working to
get better at this.
Ask for it, show off with confidence, crash it
- When you feel you are ready to take on the
next level, do not wait for the news to come.
Ask for a seat at the table and show-off your
ability with confidence. After all, you worked
through to get to it, and you must display
your capabilities. When the opportunity is
given, just crash it with success. When you
must be heard, do not leave the room until
you are heard.
Be a motivator – First for yourselves and then
for others. Not all plans work the way we want
them to, it is crucial to stay motivated when
things do not go the way we planned. When
you live up to your core values, you will be
admired and by default will have followers. If
not, have the maturity to accept the situation.
Demonstrate

that

you

are

dedicated

the profession - Share your wisdom and
knowledge and help others develop their audit
skills. Associate with professional bodies
and contribute to the improvement and
advancement of the profession. This is the
best way to demonstrate how passionate you
are about your role and your career.

WOMENS' CIRCLE

those who are junior to you. There is always
something to learn from everyone you interact
with, go with that open mind, and reap
the value. I always encourage my team to
continuously learn, and I am sure they can
vouch me for this.

Q 6: Share your experience about the
First National Women’s Conference
of the Institute of Internal Auditors,
India?
I was thrilled to know about “Unleashing the
Power of Women” Leadership and Governance
event. It was a wonderful opportunity for all
those looking to connect, network, and seek
return-ship. The career fair stalls represented
organisations with an inclusive mindset
to hire and retain the best women talent in
their internal audit function. It was a perfect
bridge for those who seek career guidance or
want to listen to many of the success stories
of prominent women leaders in industry. The
very idea of this event demonstrated that
there is significant demand for women leaders
in Internal Audit. Overall, it was an amazing
event. If you missed to attaend the event, you
can view the recordings of various sessions on
official IIA India YouTube account.


to
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OUT OF THE BOX

VAMANA AVATAAR

Sivaram
Subramoniam

Head Of Internal Audit at
Titan Company Limited
ssivaram@titan.co.in

In the Vamana Avataar, the fifth in the Dashavataar series,
the Lord takes the form of a man, albeit a dwarf, for the first
time. The Lord takes the form of a monastic student bearing
only the possessions of a hermit, and there is no warrior
form or wielding of any weapons.
A quick synopsis of the Avataar Story. King Bali is the ruler of
the three worlds, wrenched from the Devas. Vamana graces
a sacrificial ritual performed by King Bali. Upon offering any
boon of his choice by King Bali, Lord Vamana demands land
that three of his steps can cover. Looking at the dwarf, King
Bali is amused and offers him much more than the mere
three steps of a dwarf can cover in land. However, the Lord
sticks to his desire, and King Bali reluctantly agrees to the
same. Upon King Bali’s commitment, Lord Vamana changes
his stature to gigantic proportions and in three strides was
able to cover the Netherworld, Earth and Heaven. King Bali is
thereby forced to relinquish his control over these domains.
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z The Avataar takes the shape of a Monk
instead of a warrior with weapons. As
auditors, we need not always appear to be
in a state of readiness for war or battle.
Instead, our appearance should always
be that of an assertive and knowledgeable
person instead of an aggressive person. This
will always put others at ease and in some
cases, an aggressive counterparty in a state
of complacency. This gives a tremendous
psychological edge to Auditors. At times,
when Auditors enter into a discussion
which highlights the Process Owners in
a bad light, it is important to keep the
demeanour of a balanced and unemotional
person. Otherwise, the entire contour of
the engagement shifts from a discussion
to unhealthy debate, and instead of the
merits of the observation, the auditor’s
intent becomes a talking point. It is not
necessary to be aggressive always to get
your point across.
z The Avataar originally is a dwarf and
when time comes changes to be a person
of unimaginable gargantuan size. As
Auditors, when we venture into various
initiatives, such as Analytics, Control
Self Assessments, Audit Ratings etc. it is
imperative that we take baby steps and
when there is a comfort in the minds of
potential detractors and also consequent
commitments, the auditor should shift
gears and start taking gigantic strides.
By taking Baby steps as Auditors, we
also ensure the following; not being in the
limelight and thereby not having many
cynics, as well as being able to meet some
of the other constraints like staff shortage
or inadequate budgets.

These are the three worlds. The organ of
speech is this world (the earth), the mind
is the sky, and the vital force is that world
(heaven).
It appears that somewhere an auditor was
also in mind of the sages when these lines
were written, wherein, by using the apt insight
(mind) and communication (speech) in two
seamless strides, an auditor can achieve the
vital force by being capitulated as a force to
reckon with and thereby gain a seat on table.
So, next time you carry out an audit or a project,
step back and see how relevant insights and
appropriate communication can make you an
eagerly looked upon organisational resource.
Keep thinking how you can make a difference,
what you should do differently, what will add
value to your stakeholders (THE MIND), using
appropriate communication forms, Analytics,
Bulletins, Townhall cascades, and reaching
out to address trust deficit (if any).

OUT OF THE BOX

As Auditors, we can glean three key learnings
from this:

In summation be
Visualised as
Appearing to be
Munificent
And
Nitid
Auditor
(Vamana)
Note: The views articulated in the note are the
Author’s personal views only and should not
be construed as the Author’s current or past
Organisation’s views.


z Relevance of Three Strides: The
“Brihadaranyaka Upanishad” ponders
upon the relevance of Three Strides and
states:
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OUT OF THE BOX
ASTROLOGICALLY
– INTERNAL AUDIT
PROFESSION

Let’s reflect on the history of the Internal Audit profession,
and we will find that primarily, the expectation was to
check/verify financial transactions (astrologically, the
influence of Mercury becomes prominent for this Karma).
Over a period, Internal Audit started taking the colour of
operational audit. The expectation was also to review design
of processes and systems (astrologically, Venus signifies
design and the influence of Venus became dominant along
with Mercury). Today, and in the future, Internal Audit is and
will be expected to review Robotic Processes (astrologically,
technology is signified by Rahu and thus the influence of
Rahu is gaining importance) and to perform Robotic/Digital
Audits across various business functions.

Sidheshwar Bhalla
Qualified ‘Jyotish Acharya’
from Bhartiya Vidya
Bhavan Delhi
sidheshwar@astrosid.com

Here, it is important to share that mundane astrology (type of
astrology used to predict world affairs and events) influences
the business and profession in an economy. Currently, India
is running through the Vimshotri Mahadasha of the Moon,
and from 2032 onwards, Vimshotri Mahadasha of Rahu
will continue for the next 18 years. Particularly, during the
Mahadasha of Rahu, we should witness an increased role
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The overall control environment in an
organisation is largely influenced by the
‘Tone at the top’, and that’s where the entity/
organisation level controls are assessed.
The ‘Tone at the top’ comes from the
Senior Leadership in the form of ‘Corporate
Governance Initiatives’, and astrologically this
is signified by Jupiter.
While
assessing
the
overall
control
environment in an organisation, Internal
Audit professionals look at the ‘3P’ which is
as below:
1.

People (P): at large are signified by
Saturn.

2.

Processes (P): are signified by Venus.

3.

Platform/Technology (P): is signified
by Rahu.

Fourth and Fifth House for Education,
Intellect, Wisdom and Character. The Internal
Audit profession necessitates good education
to understand and appreciate business
nuances, and a strong character so that the
individual is not swayed and speaks the truth.
Eighth House for Change. Internal audit
profession is expected to recommend changes
in systems and processes in order to bring
efficiency. Whether the changes will be
smooth, successful and progressive - this is
analysed from the eighth house.
Seventh and Twelfth House (Foreign Land),
Tenth House (Karma Sthan). A strong tenth
house gives the ability to pursue the right
profession at the right time and make a
success of it. Mutual influence of these three
houses enables an internal auditor to table
the best practices prevalent across the Globe.

OUT OF THE BOX

of technology in the Internal Audit profession.

As expected from internal auditors, they
recommend/advise the ‘Global Best Practices’
for various business processes. Rahu also
signifies ‘foreign land’ (Global) and plays an
important role here. Advice is signified by
Jupiter. How the recommendation/advice is
communicated to management is extremely
critical, and this is influenced by Mercury.
Mercury signifies how one thinks and speaks.
From the aforesaid information, we observed
the various planets that influence the Internal
Audit profession. Let us now talk of following
Houses in the natal chart which are specifically
analysed for the Internal Audit profession:
Second House for Speech. As the saying goes
‘It’s not what you say which is important, but
how you say it’. The role of the second house
becomes important for how the communication
is done, which is an important aspect in
internal audit.
Third House for Communication. The
internal audit deliverable is communicated to
various stakeholders. Strength and planetary
influence on the third house become important
here.

It is pertinent to note that the natal chart
should be seen as a whole to arrive at any firm
conclusion. The position of planets in a zodiac
sign, their aspects, inherent results (malefic,
benefic), strength of planets and combinations
which they form in various houses in the
natal chart has to be analysed and interpreted
harmoniously. Along with same, planetary
transit is critical and should be considered.
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